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SUMMARY

Trajectories JoUowed by vehicle._ propelled by a

constant thrust directed parallel to the velocity i_ector

were calculated in nondimen.qional form .for a range

of initial thrust-weight ratios .from 10 to 10 -4 at_d
for a range _ jet velocities .from those attainable

u, ith ct_emical rockets to infinity. Trajeclorie,¢ are

pre._ented both. jor the departure outward fl'om any
circular orbit and the inward return to any circular

orbit. Re,s'ults are given in the form of curves of

radial distance, energy per unit mass (hyperbolic
velocity), trajectory inclination, and velocity and

angular distance as Junctions <_ time. Utilization

qf the,_e charts to estimate weight reqnirements .for

interplanetary mi,_sions is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The trajectory followed by a space vehicle pro-

p(dlcd by a constant thrust in a gravitational field
is determined primarily by the initial acceleration

(initial thrust-weight ratio) and the specific im-

pulse (or jet velocity). For the many propulsion

systems being considered for space missions, these

parameters vary over verb' large ranges. There-
fore, in order to evahmtc performance, the pro-

pulsion time (and from this the propellant con-

sumption) required to perform various space
missions must be determined as a function of the

propulsion-system parameters. This report pre-

sents results of generalized trajectory calculations

in a form suitable for performance analyses for a
range of parameters great enough to cover most

propulsion systems of interest. These results

were obtained by numerical integration with a

digital computer.

Previous work on continuous-thrust trajectories
is reported in references 1 to 4. In reference l,

the equalions of motion are described, and some

results of calculations are presented which com-

pare propulsion times required to attain escape

velocity using ra(tial, circumfere||tial, and tan-

gential thrust. Tangential thrust was found to
be the most efficient of the three, altlmugh there

was little difference 1)etween tangential and cir-

cmnferential thrust up to escape velocity.

In reference 2, calculations are prescnled for an

Earth-Mars trajectory using tangential-thrust

wfiues appropriate for an electric space vehicle.
This trajectory was a trial-and-error solution with

constant thrust applied almost continuously (ex-

cept for 1)fief roasting periods to correct the tra-

jectory) during an Earth-M-ars transfer. Although

no attempt was made to minimize the initial

weight required for the mission, this paper was

the first to show the feasibility of su(.h a mission.

Another procedure is analyzed in refe|'ence 3.
This procedure consisted of using an Earth-

cente|'ed trajectory m_til the escape condition was

reached on the outward trip. Beyond this pot,t,

trajectories were cah,ulated on a hcliocent|'ic basis.

The Earth-Mars transfer trajectories were de-

te|'mined by requiring that the vehicle match the
speed and direction of Mars on reaching thc Mars

orbit. For a specified transfer time, it was sl_own

that a single trajectory that minimizes the pro-

pellant eonsmnption could be found. These opti-

mum trajectories required constant applied jet

power l)ut not constant thrust; that is, 1)oth
specific impulse and thrust were varied, but the

product of the two was constant. Programing
of the thrust direction, as well as magnitudes, was

required to produce the optimum trajectory. It

was found that, during the middle portion of the

optimum transfer trajectory, the thrust required
became quite small and the specific impulse cor-

respondingly q,itelarge. Such trajeelories would

therefore req_fire propulsion systems capable of

1
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rather wide ranges of opera(ing eon(litions. How-

ever, sine(, the required thcust and mass-flow con-

sumptions are so low during the nlid<lle poNions

of the paths, it seems likely that an aherrmtive

trajectory consisting of somewhat higher thrust

al the beginning and end (d the trajectory with a
(.oasling period belween wou]d l)e almost as salts-

factory from the slandpob)l of prope|lant eon-

snmp!ion. The proeedm'e of reference 3 is ex('ellent

for determining minimum propulsion requirements

fl)r specified one-way-trip times, t)ut it is not suited

to rapid evaluation of rouml-trip missions, where

wailing time must be considered and where opti-
mum one-way trajectories do not necessarily pro-

duce minimun_ total tri F, time.

General trajectory ('harts, with which radial and

angtdar distance and other parameters can 1)e

rapidly detvrndned as functions of propulsion time

for wide ranges of propulsion-system l>arameters,
are extremely useful for preliminary mission

atmlyses. Such charts have recently been pre-
sented in reference 4 for lhe case of constant,

thrust acceh,,'ation. Exeel)t for Ill(, special ease

of infinite specific impulse, a constant-thrust-

ae('eh, ration trajectory requires that the thrnst 1)o
reduced in proportion au the propellant mass is

ejected. The correlation parameters developed

in reference 4, however, have eonsiderabh, general-

ity aml may be useful for other types of trajectory.

The charts preset_ted in the present report pro-

vi(h' in convenient f(wm all trqjectory variables
required to analyze the motion and weight varia-

tion of vehich,s propelh,d by eonstatd, tangential

thrust in a ('cntral _m'aviLv fiehl.

The lypes of missions for wbi('h lbe present
cbarls are al)pli<'abh, are those in which continu-

ous, constant thrust is applied at a fixed specific

impulse until the energy required to follow a spee-

iiied free-fall trajet'tory is attained. Thrust is
then (.,tit. off and is not reapplied until the "cap-

lure" maneuver lhat produces the desired destim>

ties orbit is initiated. These missions are,

therefore, similar to those usually considered for

high-thrusl propulsion systems, except that the

assuml)tion tlml thrust is apl)lied iml)ulsively at

the start and end of the journey is not required.

The hyperboli(' velo<'ities required to produce
a prescribed free-fall transfer lime between the

F:arth and Mars or Venus are presented in refer-

enee 5 for several families of lrajectories. With

the charts of the present report, the propulsion

time required to atlain thes(, hyperbolic velocities

or to return to a prescribed circular orbit from an

initial hyI)erb(_lh: velocity can be <h,termined for
low-thrust, as well as |+igh-tlwust, propulsion

systems. T})(, principal restriction on missions

that can be analyzed with these <'harts is that all

porlions of the, powered trajectory must be
realizal>h, v/till constant langential thrust. For

very low thrust systems, lhis requirement limits

the types t)f mission to those requiring hypert)olie

velocities only moderah,ly greater than those
needed for minimum-energy transfer.; but the
restri('tion t)eeomes less severe as the thrust is

increased.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH APPLIED THRUST

_--_ F

/ °
/
t
\
\

]
/

\ /

(a)

The equations of motion with continuous thrust

are the same as for zero thrust except f<)r tile

additimtal term representit+g the thrust along each
component:

P /7/

(All syml)ols are defined in appendix A,)

The equations can be siml)lificd immediately

by introdueing nondimensional radii an(l times
<tefine(! as folh)ws:

d,/--" t- t--- 70 t (2)P--re'

where ru, +,_,,and go are the radius, eir<,ular velocity,

and _'avitational acceleration at a reference point
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(usually the starling point of an outward h'ajec-

tory or lhe destination orbit for inward trajec-
tories). Equations (la) and (lh) then 1)ecome

,, ,2 l F
p --o0 +P--=m-_go sin a (3a)

(0_0') ' F
cos o_ (3b)

p rage

where m is tile instantaneous mass and the primes

now denote differenliation with respect to r.

Now, the mass rn decreases during the {rip

because of propellant ejection and because of the

expulsion of wqsle material and excess [ankage.
For very high specific impulses, such as are at-

tainable with ele<'tric propulsion s/sl.ems, these

sources of mass reductim3 may be of equal magni-
tude. It is convenient to consider the discon-

tinuous mass reductions, such as disposal of pro-

p(,ll,mt tanks and other hu'ge masses, separately

from tile continuous mass reductions, su('h as

propellant eonsuml)tions and, possibly, human
waste disposal. The latter is basically discon-

(inuous also, but over a long period of time it can

be effectively considered as a continuous process.

The inslanlaneous mass, therefore, is repre-
sented hy

m mo--lht (4)

where rh is assumed to be conshmt. This is the

case when the ship is operaling a{ conslant lhrust

and constant specific impulse and the crew is
eliminating wastes at a ralhcr eonslanI tale. The

rah, of mass consmnl)lion can then be represented
as

F

_" /go<, (5)

where g0o is the gravitational acceh, ration at the

Earth's surface (since [ is, by definilion, thrusl
per unit Earth-weight flow) and / is the effective

specific impulse, considering both propellant con-
sumplion and waste disposal. An example will

('larify the possible importance of the distinction

bclween propellant and effective specific impulse:

If the thrust is 50 pounds and the propellant

specific impulse _rp is 30,000 seconds, the propel-
lant consumplion rate is

50
rhg00=30,000X24X3600 144 lb/day

If the crew eonsis[s of 8 men, each consuming 10

poun(ls per day of waler, food, and oxygen, then

I= F 50
_/_g(_ 144_ 80 X24X3600 19,300 see

Thus, ihe effcclive specific impulse, assuming that
the waste expulsion produces no thrust, is al)out

two-thirds of the propellant specific impulse.

Now, some of the 10 pounds per man per day is

probably reusabh,; ill fa('(, a closed-cycle syslem
might he develol)ed with which almost all the

waste is utilized. Also, a means might t)e (levcloped

for using these wasics as propellanl. AI any rale,

it should be noted that the specific impulse now

inh'oduccd is not necessarily only the propellant

specific impulse.
In lerms of tile nondimensional variables used

throughout lhis pap(,r, It,(, mass used during
propulsion becomes

m v Ft F got act

me I:l_omo m,,g0 _,j I',

where ao is inilial ac('eh,,'alion or thrust-weight
ratio (in terms of gravitational accele,'ation at the

reference radius), _,¢ is the jet velocity (and is

equal to [:1,,,,since rhrj=_hg(.l= F), and l_= r/V_o.

lnt,'odueing equation (5) into (4) and (4) into
(3) yMds

ao sinP"-P°'_+ _--1__0,, T (6a)
" l_

(p20') ' (7o COS Cg

ao (6b)
P 1--_ r

Tile quanliiy I'j is herein referred to as the specific

impulse, or jet velocity, parameter. Equations (6)

determine the trajectory of a vehicle propelled by

a constant lhrust in a graviiati(mal field. Three

partieuhtr cases are of interest for fulure applica-
tion: one in which the thrust is applied cireum-

ferentially (a=0), one in which F is paralM to

tile instantaneous velocily vector (tangenlial
thrus0, and one in which the thrust is applied

radially

r
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Case A, circumferential thrust (a=0) :

For this case, equath)ns (6) become

p"-,a'%_=0 (7a)

Case B, thrust parallel to velocity vector

(tan _= _/r0) :
For this case, the angh, c_ is equal to al and is

given by

(p='O') _- pao
ao (7b)

These can be reduced to a single differential equa-

tion by d[ffereniialing equation (7a) all([ subsli-
tuling for the derivatives of O:

pl

pHt--ptO*+=--2pO'O"--2 _=0 (Sa)

0,21/ . ] k
(? +_) (Sb)

From (710,

0,,=1o[.,,au

|_. r-- --2p'O" l

Thus, equalion (Sa) becomes

Pt" +!{P'P "+PT[i= 2ao [-_M_--I

P P' l_ E r

This delermines the dislanee ogains{ lime curve,

and the corresponding trajectory angle is, from
equal ion (8b),

O= I "tl- -I-77 ar-t Oo (lO)
d. _ O P'

(ll)

The velocity is given 1)3"

P

I( is convenienl, in this case, to change from
de,'ivatives of p and 0 to derivatives of V and a.

For ibis purpose lhe following relations are needed :

+=-, r._.p'=c sin a----c_oV sin r ._=vgorol sin o_

or

Similarly,

o'=Vsin a; p"----(Vsh) o0' (13a)

pO'= I" cos a; o'=V cos _ (13b)
P

Substituting into equations (6) yields

" V2 _22 a,)sin a(V sin _) = _ cos_ _- -t a,
1--I-r

alia

(t4)

(pV cos _)'---o'(I" cos _)+v(V cos o4'

----V 2 sin a cos a+p(Vcosa)'_ °a° cos a
go

1-V]:

or

(Vcosa)' at, cosa l '2-- sin a cos c,
(7+o P

05)

and the angle al [)f the lvajeclory rclalive 1o the

circumferential direction is given t)y

pt pr
tan ....

+i (12)

Equations (14) and (15) can be written

sin_ dI'+ I'cos a da =C'/! cos _ o__l+a0p , sina0a'_<tr"
, --_'r,]

06a)
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cos o_dV--Vsin _ da /ao cos o_ V 2 '_-- --- sin a cos a dr

--_k ao p )
(16b)

Multiply (16a) by sin o_ and (16b) by cos a and
add:

dV=( aao sit l a__(t r (17a)

Multiply (16a) by cos c_ and (16b) by sin c_ and
subtract:

Vda:(7--pl-/) cos a dr (17b)

The final equations for this ease are, therefore,

dV:(- _0 sin a\

P* R P/

with

dp= l" sin a dr)dO Veosa dr (19)

Case C, radial thrust (a=90 °) :

For this ease, the equations of motion become

o,, 00,2+_= a0ao (20a)

p_O' = constant = p_O;=-H (20b)

where H=h/roV_o is the nondimensional angular
nmmentum. For radial acceleration, therefore,

the angular momentum is constant, as it is for

zero applied thrust. If the trip starts or ends in

the circular orbit at reference radius re, then H= 1

since p0 and 00 are rarity.

For the more general case, O'=tI/p 2 and equa-
tion (2Oa) 1)ecomcs

p,, IF 4 1 ao (21)
p3 -- ao

P2 1_ r

The corresponding values of 0, X', and _ are

O=II f" dr +o (22)
do p2

H 2
g2= p'e-_- p20'2 = pt2-_---

p2

pt ppl
tan al=--=

pO' H

(23)

(24)

ATTAINMENT OF ESCAPE VELOCITY AND ANY HYPERBOLIC
VELOCITY

Tile ener_- required t,o reach tile orbit of an-

other planet along a least-energy, or any _ven

excess-energy, fi'ee-fall trajectory is usually _ven

in terms of tile required hyperbolic velocity (see,

for example, ref. 5). The relation between energy,

velocity, radius, and hyperbolic velocity is

(25)2 r 2

Thus, ,,_,/2 is the energy per unit mass and is posi-

tive il escape velocity is exceeded. If any spec-

ified hyperl)olic velocity v_ is to be achieved, tim
thrust must be cut off when

or

v2= _,_+ 2-u (26)
/,

V2= I'_- .2_ (27)
P

Obviously, the local escape velocity is attained

when V2=2/p. From a plot of I_ against r, the

thrust cutoff time required to follow any desired
trajectory to another orbit can be determined.

COMPARISON OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL AND TANGENTIAL
THRUST

TypicM cur_'es of t;_ as a function of r are com-

pared in figure I for eireunfferential and tangen-

tial thrust. As pointed out previously (i'efs. 1
and 3), there is little difference between the two

methods of operation for energies u 1) to escape
velocity (V_=0); t)ut tangential thrust be(omes

increasingly more advantageous, in t.erms of pro-
pulsion time required to attain a prescribed

hyperbolic velocity, as higher values of hyperbolic
vcloeity are required. Radial thrust is less effi-

cient than either of the other methods (ref. 1) but

may be useful for special applications where con-

stant angular momentum is desired. The re-

mainder of the report is concerned only with
t.angcntial thrust.
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RETURN TRAJECTORIES

To compute tilt, rei urn path from any hyperbolic

velocity to a prescribed circular orbit using con-
stant tangential thrust wouht, for direct computa-

tion, require an iterative procedure in choosing

initial location and t,'ajectory angle such that the

desired orbit is finally attained. A simpler pro-

cedure, and one that is amenabh, to general trent-

men(, consists of computing tmckward in time
from the desired final orbit to the initial hyperbolic

w,locity. The final orbit then serves as the refer-

once orbit, in practice, Sllt.h a computation is

equivalent to a forward eomI)utation (positive

r) from an initial orbit, as before, but with the
difference that propellant mass is added during

the computation instead of subtracted. For the
tangential thrust computation, therefore, it. is only

necessary to clmnge the tern, (l--i°r) in equation

(tSa) to 1T {.jj, where ao is the final acceleration

when the vehMe attains its desired circular ort)it.

This number is not known at the start, but it ('an

be easily estimatc(t and subsequently ton'cereal if
tilefinal mass is different from the value initially

assumed. Tile time parameter r is now inter-

prcted as %--% where r0 is the total t)ropulsion
time parameter. Thus, in following the inward

trajectory, r0-- r= r0 when the approach is started
(i.e., r=O) and ro--r=O, or r=ro, when tile des-
tination orbit is attained.

TRAJECTORY CHARTS

Results of the trajectory computations are shown

in chart form in figures 2 to 11. Figures 2 to 6

show p, I'_, V, o_,and 0, respectively, as functions
of r for outward trajectories. Figures 7 to 11

show the same parameters as functions of ro--r

for the inward trajectories. For ea<'h case, a0

ranges fl'om 10 to 10 -4 and I_ from co to 1.0 (or

0.5 in some cases). Very slight oscillations were

obtained during the initial l)hases of the low-thrust
trajectories, but their amplitude was so small as

to be barely visible in the plotted form. These

oscillations disappeared as the computation pro-
eecded.

The most useful charts for general mission

studies are figures 3 and 8, which plot l'], as a
time(ion of r. These charts yield propulsion

time required, and consequenlly propellant weight,

for prescribed values of the hyperbolic velocity.

Because of the value of the V_, against, r

functions, figures 3 and 8 have been cross-plotted

in figures 12 and 13, respectively, to present total

propulsion time parameter r0 as a function of
initial or final acceleration for fixed values of V_,

and l_. These charts are useful if intermediate

values of a0 are encountered. For these charts,
calculations were made for values of a0 intermedi-

ate between 10 -2 , 10 -1, and 1.0 to obtain better

faMng accuracy in this range of rapidly changing
values of aoro. Since aoro/V_ is the propellant-

weight ratio, the curves of figures 12 and
13 also show relative propellant weight re-

quired to attain a given V_, as the initial accelera-
tion is varied. These curves show, as might be

expected, that for a0> 1.0 the propellant needed is

essentially equal to the value calculated assuming

impulsive thrust (-m!=e-a_/"]_" As the accelm'a-
',,m o /

(ion is reduced, more propellant is needed because

of the gravitational loss associated with long

propulsion times in gravitational fiel(ls.
An example of tim use of tile dlarts for a mission

analysis is given in appendix B.

TRANSITION FROM PLANETARY TO HELIOCEN-
TRIC COORDINATES

For low thrust-weight ratios, the distance ratio

becomes quite large before escape veh)eity, or any

real hypert)olie velocity, is attained. 11 is there-

fore necessary to consider whether, even for the

minimum-energy t)alh, the effect of the solar fiehl

becomes greater than that of the departure planel_
before the desired transfer velocity is attained.

If it does, then the last part of the accelerating

process should be compul('d in heliocentric

coordinates instead of the planetary coordinates.

Particularly for excess-energy paths where, with

low a,, thrust may be required for very long

periods of time, it is imporlaut to It",' to determine

when the original geocentric, or planet-centered,

system shouhl be allan(loned to switch to the solar
field. Of course, an exact computation wouhl
consider contimmus transition, utilizing the exact

effect of both the planet's and the sun's fiehl; but

for approximate estimates of propulsion and weight

requirements, the two-body equations are suffi-
cient.

To estimate where the change should be made,

the equations for the three-body protflem must be
considered tlriefly. The point where the planet's
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and sun's gravitational fields are equal is not

particularly significant because the spaceship
shares tile planet's circular motion as it starts

to move in or out of the planet's field, so that a

large part of the effect of the sun's fiehl is canceled

out by the centrifugal force of the planetary
mot ion.

/7"/

.-r2_[

(b)

In sketch (b) let: 3Is, Mm and m be tile masses

of the sun, the planet, and the spaceship, respec-

tively. The vector _r2 is the distance from the

ship to the sun, _r is the distance from the ship to

the planet, and rt is the distance fi'om the t)lanet
to the sun. Then, in vector form (anti assuming

_U <<:tg) ,

r._= r,_ 2= r, + r- r_ _+ rP (28)

.... -- ,, ,us ^ ,up

_ra= r_t r=-- r_ r2-- r_ r
(29)

where the circumflex indi('ates the unit vector.

Equation (29) expresses the motion in terms of
coordinates relative to the sun.

To determine the motion relative to 3Iv, note
that

•._ us__ ,u._Fr_,_. r;.7 (30)1

where b_ has been replaced 1)y its equivalent from

equalion (28). IIence, the equation of motion
relative to 3Iv becomes

...... ,us _ ,uv -.--,us [-r_ ^ r r7

With equations (29) and (31), several "sp|leres

of influence," at tile boun(lary of which the

strength of a perturbing force becomes of the
same order of magnitude as that of the primary

force field, can be arbitrarily defined. Thus, if

the path of a vehicle is being computed ill hl'1io-
522584 60 --2

centric coordinates, equation (29) indicates that

the pertur|)ing acceleration due to the planet be-

comes equal to the acceleration due to the sun
whon

r

rl _,X :1 l s/] (32)

If the path is being computed in planetary co-
ordinates, a similar "sphere of influence" can be

fount1 from equation (31) by considering the ex-

tremes; that is, when r is parallel to/'1 trot is either

positive or negative. For these cases (and assum-

ing r<<rl), the 1)erturl)ing aceeh, ralion due to the

sun is found to be equal to tile acceleration due to

the planet when

Both of those spheres of influence (eqs. (32) and

(33)) (lifter from the one defined by Tisserand in

reference 6, which is obtained by setting the ratio

of perturbation force to primary force in helio-

centric coordinates equal to the same ratio in
l)lanetary coordinates. From equations (29) and

(31) (_ilh the same approximations as before),

these ratios are found to be equal wht, n

,uv/r 2 #s/r_

p p/r 2i_s r

2 r_ rl

This nwtho(l yiehls

_--\2.] \_/ (34)

This resuh (liffm, from that of reference 6 mdy by

tile factor =0.871. atoll advanll/gc of a

"sphere of influence" defined in Ibis manner is that

a single "sphere" applies ror both coordinate sys-

tems. This advantage, however, appears to be

chiefly an aesthetic one. Wlfi(.h "sphere" best
approximates the exact trajectory can be de-

termined only by comparison with exact solutions

of the tbrec-body probh,m for a variety of tra-

jectories.

For the interphmetary missions discussed in the

present report, it appears that equation (33) may

be most appropriate, since the primary fields for

most of tile powered trajectories are those of the

departure or destination planet. Furthermore,
the equation of motion relative to the planet
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(eq. (31)) includes tile (,fleet of the planet's motion

around the sun, for which the gravitational ac-
ederation is approximately balanced by centrif-

ugal force. For a vehicle moving at speeds com-
parable with the planet's speed, this effect shotfld

be included in defining tile magnitude of tlle per-

turbations. Equation (29), on the other hand,

contains simply the gravitational attraction of the

sun and planet.

Using equation (33), the distances from each

planet at. which the effective acceleration due to
the solar field is equal to that of the planet's field
are stlown in table I. Values from equation (34)

are also shown for comparison. These distances
are less tlmn one-tenth of the sun-planet distances,

so that the assumption r<<rL is a good approxima-
tion. For tlle las_ column of table I, 3Is in equa-

tions (33) and (34) was taken to be the Earth's

mass and rt the Earth-Moon distance. The re-

suhing values of r/r_ are greater than 0.1, so that

tile approximation is not as valid as for the planet-
sun relations.

Also shown in table I are vMues of r at which

the solar effect is one-tenth of the planet's effect,

and the value of r for which the planet's effect is
less titan one-tenth of the solar effect. These

values were obtained by changing the 1/2 in

equation (33) to 1/'20 and 5, respectively. These
values are intended to define the range of distances

where tile effects of both gravitational fields are

comparable.
If two-body computations are used, the switch

from planetary coordinates to hdiocentrie coordi-
nates should be made when ttle effect of the sun's

and the planet's fiehls are about equal. However,

it is generally .qimph, r (and more conservative) to

follow an alternative procedure, in which planet-
centered coordinates are used until escape velocity
is attained. The remainder of the acceleration is

then computed on a ]lelioeentric basis. In this

manner, the heliocentric trajectory starts in a

eircular orbit, at, the planet's circular velocity, so
that use of tile chm'ts is facilitated. Of course,

this switch to heliocentric coordinates is not neces-

sary if tile required hyperbolic velocity is at-
tained well wittlill tile "sphere of influence" of

the l)lanct.

TRANSFER BETWEEN TWO CIRCULAR ORBITS

It should be noted that llyperbolic velocities

required for orbit transfer are based on free-fall

conic trajectories between the orbits. Conse-

quently, if the powered portion of the trajectory

produces vahws of p significantly greater than

unity before the hyperl)olie velocity is attained,

the required free-fall transfer trajectory is no

longer the same, and therefore the required hyper-
bolic velocity becomes a function of the distance
at which thrust cutoff occurs. An extreine

example of this is the case for whictl the hyperl)olic

velocity is so great, or the acceleration so low, that
the vehMe reaches the destination orbit before the

free-fall hyperbolic velocity is attained. In this

case, of course, thrust should have been cut off,

or reversed, long before in order to match the

circular velocity of the destination orbit. The
actual required hyperbolic w'locity is thus nmeh
less than calculated on the basis of free-fall

trajectories, and a mission analysis based on
hyperbolic velocities needed for free-fall transfer

would be unnecessarily pessimistic with regard to

required propulsion tin)('.

TABLE I. -DISTANCES IN MILES FROM PLANET's CENTER WItERE TIIIRD-BODY EFFECT

BECOMES SIGNIFICANT

P|allet

_/,qhlo of r 1

for which 1 Eq, (33)

planet's i

cffevts are
ahoul Eq. (34)

eqtlal.
T

Value of r for which

solm" effect is 0.!

l,lanet*s effect (eq.

(33)) .............

Value or r for which

planet's effect is 0.1
s,)lar effect ((}(ll (33)) .

t
Mercury. -{" rl2t{llS E_.l't h

157, 0ED 7.20, 000 1,064, (lED

(u,0ED/ a3a,0ED 5_2,co0

/
73, 000 I 334, ON) 494,_

33_., 000 t 1.55X10' { 2.29X10 _

._lars

768,000 i

i

311,000

357, 000

1.65X 1 I)e

Jul)iler

37. gX10_

2fiXl0 _,

17.5M10 _

81.5X10_

IIlltlrll

__ I

, i. 3Ml(

', I. 5X1(

',. 5Xl(

94X1(

Uranus

N)XIO_

28X10 _

:'3. 2XI0 _

lOgXll_

i

i Moon

;3.2XIO _ 246 (D0 43 700 :

I
IK 6XI0 _ 114,000 f 20,300

 f2-2- 2
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Sketches (e) and (d) illustrate the types of

trajectories that llltlSt be calculated for transfl'rs

between circular orbits when propulsion lime is a

significant portion of the total transfer time.

o

/

(c) (d)

In transferring from an inner to an ouier orbit

(sketch (c)), the charts of figures 2 to 6 can be

use(l to evaluate the departure portion ab of tlm

powered trajectory. If the powered arrival seg-

ment cd were available in clmrt form, the two

segments eotfld be matched, by iteration, with an

appropriate fi'ee-fall segme,tl be. Attempts were

made to calculate traiectories of the type cd by

using constant tangential thrust. These attempts

were unslleeessful, in that the trajectories moved

to larger values of p instead of toward the center.

This result indicates that approach trajectories to
a circtflar orbit from lower values of r are not

possible with constant tangential thrust and can-
not, therefore, t>e represented in general charts of

the type contained herein.
For the ease of transfer from an ouler to an

inner circular orbit (sketch (d)), the powered

arrival portion cd can be evaluated with the charts

of figures 7 to 11. Again, if powered departure

trajectories of lype ab were available, the two

powered portions could be nmtched with an ap-
propriate fi'ee-fall segment be. Computations

attempted for' trajectories of type ab (departure

from circular orbit with constant tangential

braking thrust) showed them to be highly oscilla-

tory in na!ure and therefore probably umlesirable

for actual use. It appears, therefore, that a

thrust programing (in magnitude and/or direction)
is necessary for successful completion of a powered
transfer between two circular orbits. A tech-

nique such as that developed in reference 3 is

ideal for this purpose, except that it requires

rather elaborate trial and error computations and

also requires quite large variations in nlagnitude

of the thrust and jet velocity. Actual engines

may not be able to cover such large ranges of

parame! ers.
Am>lher possible procedure is to prescribe

reasonable-looking transfer paths and calculate

the thrust programing needed to follow these

paths. This method is now being investigated,

ahhough it is fundamentally rather unsatisfactory
because of the large number of trial trajectories

required before an acceptable sohtlion is fmmd.

These remarks illustrate thai a satisfactory

procedure for missions that require transfers be-

tween two circular orbits is at present available

only for vehicles that require propulsive thrust

only in the immediate vicinity of the departure
and arrival orbits. These restrictions imply near-

minimum-energy _['lltlsfer for very low thrust

vehMes, but increasingly fast tt'ansfers can be
hamlh.d as the thrust is increased.

CORRELATION OF TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS

The equations of mot ion for coast a n t tangent ial

thrust can be expressed in a fot'm similar to that
of reference 4 as follows:

it2 p,2 l f/oP'

P"-- p p p2 _- (,. I--_, )r (35)

-_*, _ (/o p t
p2V (36)

These equations are obtained fi'om eqmdions (6a)

and (6t)) by ewduating 0', 0", sin o_, aml cos a
from equations (11), (13a), mid (13b). With the

parameters of reference 4,

:Y--alo/_p, Y :aol/4Y, T:- a3o:%

Equa(ions (35) and (36) become

Y'-2 1 2

2 ,. (,_;;)
(37)

_?_ I T4 XW (38)
] -- __

Yj

where Ys--ao_/_Vj. These equa(ions are idea(teal
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with thoseof reference4, except,for the term

whi('his unily eid_er ['or Y_-----co or for constant
thrusi acceh,rai ion.

Ill reference 4 it was shown that, for (to< 10--", a

single curve of K as function of X and K as

hmclion of T -T_, was obtained for all ao, where
TK is the value of the lime parameter when

escape velocity is obtained. It might be ext)e('te<l

from equations (37) and (38) that similar singh,

curves wouh! result f-r a specified value of }_.

Figures 14 and 15 show curves of )" against X
and V agains[ T -T,.:, respectively, for several

selected values of a0 and l'j (or 1_). The curves

for I_=+ agree with those of reference 4. For

olher values of Vj (or _), there appears lo be no

correlation in terms of )'_ for various values of a0.
Thus, the curve for a,-10 -_, 1"j=28.1 does not

fall as close to the curve for aural0:4, I_ 30 as

does lhe curve a0--10 a, 1_=16.85. For /be

X--V plot, in fact (fig. 14), the correlation is

somewhat better in terms of t_ than )'j, lhough
this may be coincidental. The reason for the

lack of correlation in terms of }_ is probably the
same as the reason noted in reference 4 for lack

of eorrclalion of Vt=_ curves for values of

a0kl0-_; lhaI is, for different, values of a0, the

cireular-veh)_'iiy points occur at differ(tar values

of the parameters. Consequen|]y, the differences

in the initial coral]lions produce d ifferenI integral
curves. With fi,dte t_, lhese differences appear

to he more pronounced than for infinite I_.

CONCI,UDING REMARKS

Charts thai dvs('ril)(, the trajectories followed

by space vchMes powered with contilmous Inn-

genital thrust in a ccnlral _avity fichl are pre-
sented fin" a wide range of lhrust-weight ratios

and specific impulse. These charts permit rapid

cal(.ulation of propulsion lime required to a(lain

any prescribed hyperboli(_ velocity starting out-

ward from a circular orb]i, or to relurn to a

circular orbi( from any prescribed hyperbolic
veloeily. Ahhough the charts are not valid in

regions significantly affected by more than one

gray]tat]mini field, they can 1)e used to compule

tra.[c(qories through successions of single fields.

Thus, the departure from an orbit around the

Earth, or other planets, can be followed t)y another
period of apl)lied tlu'usl in the hcliocentri(' fiehl.

The ('harts can also be applied for transfer

between lwo circular orbits, provided that the

required transfer energies are atlained (,lose to
the eir('ular oft)its. This restriction arises be-

cause no general ('urves can be I)lotted, using

purely tangen(ial (hrus(, either for the inward
depa)'lure from a circular orl,it or for (he arrival
from within at a circular orbit. The former

lrajectories are found to be oscillatory, while
the lalier apparently do not exist. Thrust pro-

granting (either in magnitude or direction or both)

appears (o be required for these eases.

For interplanetary missions, these restri('lions

mean that only near-minimum-energy transfers
can be handled wiih _hese charts if the initial

l]_rusl-weighl ra[io is ]ess than at)oul 70 -4. For

higher values of thrust-weight, ratio, however,

progressively faster i,'ansfcrs can be handh,d

until, for a ratio of 1, the propulsion period is

equivah.m, to an impulsive 1]lrus|, and lhe restric-
tions no longer exist.

]-,EWlS ]-{ESEAR(TH CENTER

NATIONAL AERONAIrTICS AND SPACE ADS[INISTRATION

C[,EVELANI), OtllCJ, ,]'ldy 15, 1.959



APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

(7"o

E

F

G

go

gee

H

h

I

Lrr
31

m

P_
r

To

T

t
V

V

Vco

initial acceleration, F/m,,go

energy per unit mass

consl a,n t al)plied l,h rust

universal gravitational consl an [,

gq'avil,ational ac(,deration al, r=

ro(p= 1)

gravitational acceleration at Earth's
surface

nondimensional angular momentum,

l, /ro_'co

angular momentum

specific impulse

effective specific impulse

mass of body producing cenlral gravi-
tational fidd

mllss

jet power
radial distance of body from center

of force fichl

radius of circuhw ort)il of departure

or ['c [llrn

a30/ 4T

time

Y/l'c0

2
'vhlveo: V_ = V:---

p
vJ_o, nondimensional jet velocity

veloci ty
2circular velocity at r=ro(_¢o=u/r0)

_J

W

ItS,v
X

Y

)5
o_

o/1

0

#

p
"r

Subscripts:
(I

b
E

.11

P

P
S

0

1,2 ... 7

veh}eily (r_----r_--2 -_=hyt)evbolic
• \ I"

jet, vclocity
weight, mg_

powerl)la n 1.weigh t,

(l_o/2p

(I01/4Tf _

aoJ/4Vj
inclination of lhvust vector rclalive

Io circumferential, dog

inclinaiion of velocity vector velalive

to circumferential, (leg

angular dishmce, vadians

gravitational ('onshlnt, O51

r/ro

_'_ot/ro, nondimensional lime

at beginning of l)hase

at end of phase
Earth

Nlars

planet

propella n l,
Sill]

reference or initial eondilions (except

in _0)

phases of intierl)hmeta W misdon

11



APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF MARS MISSION

As an examph, of the use of file charts, w, hMe
weights needed for an 8-man round-trip expedilion
to Mars using an ele('lrie propulsion system are

estimated. It is assumed that the vehicle is
launched into an Earth-sal.ellite orbit, at a radius

1.1 limes the Earth radius. The eh, ctric propul-

sion system lhen propels the vehMe out of the

Earth's field unlil lhe minimum-energy-transfer

hyperbolic velocity is ai,tained. At, Mars, the

w'hiele selth,s inlo a circular orbit at, altitude

about 400 miles @=2500 miles) above lhe surface.

A chemical-rocket landing vehMe lakes part of

lhe crew to the surface for" exploration during ibis

waiting period and returns lhem lo the mother

ship before deparlure lime. The electric propul-

sion system then propels lhe vehMe out of Mars'

gravitational fiehl, at laining the hyperl)olic veloc-

ity needed for a minimum-energy 1,'ansfer to the

Earth's orbit. The vehicle then sel.lles again inlo

the initial orbit, arouml the Earth. This mission

is similar to the one discussed in reference 7,

except thai an inilial acceleration of 2X10 -4

gravity units instead of 10 -4 will be assumed. A

detailed analysis must starl with a preliminary

rough estimate of the initial total vehicle weight.

Such preliminary estimates are readily made by

melhods described in reference 7. The basic

constants and assumed parameters for the analysis

are as follows:

For orbit near Earth:

r0. E, miles ........................... 436O

v_.m ruth,s/see ..................... 4. 69

go,E, ft/see = .......................... 26. 6

t, (re. E/V_O,E) r, clays .................. 0.01075r
For orbit near Mttrs:

r0.M, miles ........................... 2500

Ve0.M, miles/see ...................... 2. 05
go,M, ft/sec _.......................... 8. 87

t, (r0.M/V,-a.M)r, (lays ................... 0.0141r

For heliocentric trajectory near Earth's orbit:

r0.sE, miles ........................... 92,9)( 10¢

e_.s¢, miles/see ....................... 18. 5

go,sE, ft/see _.......................... 0. 0196

I, (ro.sE/v_o.st')r, days .................. 58.1r

12

For heliocentric (rajeetory near Mars' orbit:

r0,sM, miles ........................... 141.5X 10 _

V_.SM, miles/see ..................... 15. 0

g0,SM, fl[see _.......................... 0. 0084

l_ (r0, si.!_..si)r, days .................. 109. lr
Minimum-energy hyl)erbolic veh)cities:

vh. E, miles/see ........................ I. 85

I'_,E, (1.85/4.69) _..................... 0. 155

v_,.._r, miles/see ....................... --1. 65
r2

lt, M, (1.65,'2.05) _..................... 0. 65

V_.SK, [(18.5 I 1.85)/18.5]: -2 .......... --0. 79

V_,.s.u, [(15.0-- 1.65)/151"--2 ......... --1. 207

Assumed initial weight, ll'l,,_ ml,,goo, lb ..... 450, 000

Initial mass, nh,, -- 450,000/32.2, slugs ..... 14, 000
Assumed inilial acceleration, a_,t_ F/m_,,go __ 2;K 10 -_

Thrusl, F=2X 10-4)< 14,000X26.6, lb ..... 74. 5

Assumed specific impulse, I, see ............ 10, 000

Jet power, Pi= F1;'45.9 :- (74.5>( I 0,000)/45.9,

kw ................................... 16, 200

Assumed specific powerl)lant weighl, lb/'jet
kw ................................... 10

Powerphult weighl, ll'-p_, lOPi, 11)...... 162, 000

Propellant weight flow, II',,= F/I, lb/see ..... 0. 007.15

lt)/day ..... 642

Disl)osM rate of sul)sistenee supplies (t0 lb/

man-day), tI',, ll)/day .................. 80

Effective specific imlmlse , I,j'/--F/(II_+ II',),
see ................................... 8900

Effective jet velocity, vi gJ_f--a2.ax89oa,

............................. ft/see .... 286, 000

miles/see .... 54. 2

Jet velocity parameters:

"Vi,E, 54.2/4.69 ....................... 11. 55

Vj,M, 54.2/2.05 ....................... 26. 43

Vi,ss. , 54.2/18.5 ........................ 2. 93

I"i,_M, 54.2/15 ........................ 3. 61

Tire computation can be divided into several
phases, as follows:

Phase 1, propulsion from orbit around Earth to

vh= 1,85 miles/see :

ao=2X10-4; V_,=0.155; I_=11.55

From figure 3 (a) for ao--I0 -_,

aoro= 1.15

From figure 3 (b) for a0= 10 -a,

aora= 1.03

i]'
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Therefore, for ao-- 2 X 10 -4,

aoro_l.11

1.11
ro-=--2X 10__----5550

ll.a= 0.01075 X5550= 59.7 days

From a cross plot (fig. 2(a)) of o against a0 for

aoro-- 1.11, pJ.a, at. the end of the propulsion porto(l,
is found to t)e about 350.

This is considerably beyond the valuc for which a

change to lwlioccnt,'i(' cooMinates shouhl be made

(table I), so it is well to cheek the propulsion time

1)y the alternative procedure, consisting of pro-

pulsion in the Earth's field to V_=0, and then

propulsion in the helioeentlic fiehl to V2n.sE
= --0.79.

From figures 3(a) for ao= 10 -4,

aoro=0.88

From figure 3(t)) for a0-- 10 -'_,

Therefore,

aoro=0.83

aerobe.86; ro=4300

t .... p_=46.2 clays

For heliocentric coordinates,

2X10 -4. 26.6 ....
a0-- _ _0._-6=u.zu6; V_=2.93

between those obtained by tlw two computation

methods. It can be assumed, therefore, that

h,a=64 days. Then,

11_._=642X64=41,100 lb

and the weight and mass at the end of phase 1 are

ll_. b--- 450,000-- 41,100-- 80 X 64 = 404,000 lb

404,000 12,530 slugs
rn_.b- 32.2

Phase 2, coast along minimum-energy path to

Mars orbit (259 days):

At the end of this l)hase, weight and mass are

I{_.b=403,820-80X259 383,000 lb

m2. b= 11,900 slugs

Phase 3, settle into orbit around l_Iars from

V_,._=0.65 :

Assumc that m3._ _ 11,000 slugs; then,

F 74.3

a°=-m3, bgo,i-- 11,000X 8.87 =7"4X 10 -_

1_----26.43

From figure 8(a) for ao-- 10 -4,

aoro= 1.68

From figure 8(1)) for ao= 10 -3,

where 0.926 is the mass ratio on attainment of

escape velocity.

From figure 3 (d) for ao= 10 -_,

aoro = O.10

From figure 3(e) for a0=l.0,

aor0=0.10

Therefore,

0.1
aor0=0.1; ro=_----0.341

tn=58.1X0.341= 19.8 days

Thus, t_,_=46.2+19.8=66.0 days, or about

6 days longer than before. The correct vahie is

Therefore,

aoro= 1.53

aoro _ 1.56; re=2110

/p,2=0.0141X2110--29.8 clays

From a cross plot of p against a0 for aor--1.56,

it is found that p3=430, or the distance at which

propulsion is initiated is 430X2500=1,075,000

miles. This is considerably beyond the value

(table I) at which the effects of the solar fiehl
and the Martian field are equal, but no charts

are available for approach to circular orbit from

inside, which is the heliocentric path followed in

this phase. Consequently, the approximation

involved in remaining in Martian coordinates

will be accepted at this point.
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The propolhmt weight required for phase 3 is,

therefore,

l|'p,2= 30X642-- 19,260 lb

and the weight and mass at the end of this phase
arc

11"3._=- 383,000-- 19,3o0- 80 x 30.6 = 360,000 lb

rna.b= 11,200 slugs

This mass is quite (,lose to the value assumed to

determine ao for this phase, so there is no need to
repeat the calculation with lhe new value.

Phase 4, wait period and exploration at Mars:

For a high-thrust system, following the mini-

mum-energy trajectory, the required wail period

at Mars is 455 (lays. For tlw Iow-thm_st system,

lhe propulsion time of phase 3 and that of phase
5 must be subtracted from this value. An esti-

mate of the phase 5 time is thcrefore needed at

this point. Since the weight will be less for de-

parture than for arrival, the propulsion time will

also be less. If the required time is assumed to be

25 days, the net wailing amt exploration time is

455--25--30--400 (lays. At the end of this phase,

the weight and mass are, therefore,

IV4,b = 360,000 -- W,_-- 80 X400-- 288,000 lb

m4,b-- 8940 slugs

where, as in reference 7, a weight II_x of 40,000

pounds is allowed for auxiliary descent and ascent
vehMc and for exploration equipment tlmt is left
on Mars.

Phase 5, propulsion from orbit around Mars to

v_=0.65:

F 74.3

ao rn4.bgo.M 8940X8.87 =9"4X10-_; Vj-----26.43

From figure 3(a) for a0--10 -4,

aor 1.58

From figure 3(b) for a0-= 1o -_,
• ,L,

a0r=l.47

Therefore,
1.48

act _ 1.48; _ -- 9.40 X 10-4 = 1570

• lp,a=1570X0.0141--22.1 (lays

The vahw is close enough to the 25 days assumed

in phase 4 tlmt no repeat calculation is needed.

The propellant required in this phase is

lVp.3= 22.1 X 642-- 14,200 lb

and the weight and mass at the end of phase 5 are

1I_._=288,000-- 14,200--80X23--272,000 ll)

r_._,_= 8440 slugs

Phase 6, coast along minimum-energy ellipse to

Earth's orbit (259 days):

The weight and mass a! []w ('nd of tiffs pl)aso are

Ws,b=272,000-80X 259 = 251,000 lb

m6. b= 7800 slugs

Phase 7, settle into orbit around Earth at r0,_=4360
miles from V_=0,155:

Assume that roT,b--7000 slugs; then,

74.3
ao--7000X 26.6--4X l 0-_; I_)---- 11.55

From figure 8(a) for ao 10 -4,

acre 1.28

From figure 8(b) for ao- 10 -'_,

acre= 1.14

Ttwrcforc,

acre _-. 1.20; r0--3000

tp.4= 0.01075 X 3000 -- 32.3 clays

The propellant weight required for this phase is

lVp,4 -- 32.3 X 642-- 20,800 lb

and lhe weight and mass at the end of this phase

arc

lVT.b= 251,000 - 20,800 - 80 X 32 = 227,500

mr,b- 6940

This value, again, is sufficiently close to the
assume(l value tlmt no iteration is needed.

The weight lI_.b at tlw end of the mission in-
eludes the powerphmt II_p, the basic payh)ad

IVp,_,, and reserves It'_e_. As in reference 7, the

basic payload, which consists of the cat)ins, crew,
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navigation aml communication equipment, and
environment control, is assumed to be about

50,000 pounds. The amount available for re-

serves is, therefore,

_rres= _ 7,b-- IVpp-- H'p,U=-227,500-- 161,800--

50,000 = 15,700 lb

This value is rather small and indicates that a

somewhat larger initial weight 11"_,, shouhl have
been assumed.

The final weight breakdown for this mission is
as follows :

Powerplant .......................... 162, 000

Propellant .......................... 96, 000

Subsistence supplh,s ............... 86, 000

Basic paylottd ................ 50, 000

Explortttion vehicle and supplies ............. 40, 000

Ileserves .............................. 16, 000

Total, lb ........................... 450, 000

The total time required for the mission is 1068

(lays. Comparal)le figm'es using ao=10 4 as the
initial acceleration for the same mission are:

total initial weight, 322,000 pounds; iot.al trip

tim(,, 1160 clays. The tdme saving, purchased

at the expense of over 100,000 pounds additional

weight, is simI)ly the reduced time required to

spiral om of and back into the circular orbit
around the Earth when a0=2X10 -4 instead of
10% The remainder of the trip time is not

reduced, since both missions followed minimum-

energy transfer paths.

The fact that the powerplant weight, is con-

siderably greater than the pro])elhmt weight
indicates that the specific impulse chosen (10,000

sec) is not the optimum value for this mission.

As pointed out in reference 7, for optinmm specific
impulse, the powerplant and propellant weights

are nearly equal. In fact, from the elementary

analysis of reference 7, and using the total propul-

sion time from the preceding example (about 150

clays), the ol)tinmm specific impulse is about 7700

seconds. By using this value, a lower total power-

phmt plus propellant weight wouhl t>c ol)lained,

and the reserve weight wouhl 1)e larger.

To obtain large reductions in round-trip time

using low-thrust propulsion will ])rol)ably require,

as with high-thrust systems, thai trajectories other
than direct-transfer be followe(I. No procedure

other than trial and error is as yet avaihd)le for

analyzing such trajectories.
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FIcUaE10. Concluded.
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Orbit Inclination, _, deq

(f) ao, 10.0.

Ii_clim_tion to cireumferenti.d directior_ as a function of time for inward paths.
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(b) ao, 10 -3.

FI(-;IrRE 11. Continued. Trajectory ang]c its a function of lime for inw:_rd paths.
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(c) a0, 10 -5.

Trajectory augle as a function of time for inward paths.
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Fx(;tm_:If. _Continued. Tr'tjcctoryangle as a function of time for inward paths.
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(a) Iv/= co (r-nine for outward and inward paths).

FIc;trR_ 12. Propulsion time as a function of initial acceleration.
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FIGURE 12.--Continued.
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(b) V_= 10, outward path.

Propulsion time as a flmction of initial acceleration.
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Finn;hE 12.-- Continued.
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(e) V_=5, outward Imth.

Propulsion time as a function of initial acceleration.
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(d) Vi=3, outward path.

Propulsion time as a function of i,dtial acceleration.
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(a) l'i= 10, inward path.

FIC_'RE 13.--Propulsion time as "t function of final aceeler'ttion.
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Fl('.trR_: 13. Continued.
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(c) I"i=3, inward p,'ilh.

Propulsion time as a fulwtion of final acceleration.
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FIO_rRE 13.--Concluded. Propulsion time as a, function of fi]ml acceleration.
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